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Abstract The search for similar subsequences is a core
module for various analytical tasks in sequence databases.
Typically, the similarity among computations require users
to set a length. However, there is no robust means by which
to define the proper length for different application needs. In
this study, we examine a new query that is capable of returning the longest-lasting highly correlated subsequences in a
sequence database, which is particularly helpful to analyses
without prior knowledge regarding the query length.
A baseline, yet expensive, solution is to calculate the
correlations for every possible subsequence length. To boost
performance, we study a space-constrained index that provides a tight correlation bound for subsequences of similar
lengths and offset by intraobject and interobject grouping
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
index to support a normalized distance metric of arbitrary
length subsequences. In addition, we study the use of a smart
cache for disk-resident data (e.g., millions of sequence objects) and a graph processing unitbased parallel processing
technique for frequently updated data (e.g., nonindexable
streaming sequences) to compute the longest-lasting highly
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correlated subsequences. Extensive experimental evaluation
on both real and synthetic sequence datasets verifies the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed methods.
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1 Introduction
Sequence data can be found in a variety of applications,
such as network analysis, image processing, financial data
analysis, and sensor network monitoring. As a consequence,
methods for the processing and mining of sequence data
have been developed for these applications over the past
decade, such as similarity and correlation1 analysis [7,
13, 15, 47], subsequence matching [3, 17, 41], motif discovery [39], and shapelet mining [38]. One key aspect among
these works is to exploit the correlations in the sequence
data, which enables data analysts to explore, digest, and interpret the trends in the sequence data.
The problem in this study is to discover the longestlasting correlated subsequences (LCSs). Given two sequences q and o, a subsequence pair is the longest-lasting
correlated subsequence if and only if the length of the subsequence ` is maximized subject to ρ(q, o, τ, `) ≥ δ, where
ρ(q, o, τ, `) is the correlation between q and o in sequence
segment [τ, τ + ` − 1]. Surprisingly, limited work has been
done to address this problem. In this study, we focus on lockstep correlation measures (e.g., Euclidean distance that only
compares the i-th point of one sequence to the i-th point of
another) as the underlying distance measure.2
1 In this work the terms ‘correlation’ and ‘similarity’ are interchangeable.
2 Lock-step measures may be more preferable for sequences whose
values are collected periodically (e.g., financial data and sensor values).
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Fig. 1 Examples for applications

LCSs are particularly useful in helping analyses without
prior knowledge of the query length `. For instance, a stock
analyst wants to find a stock whose price variability is similar to that of Google, Inc., in some segment from 2008 to
2011. This question can be answered easily by subsequence
matching [17] if we have prior knowledge about the segment length `. However, ` is not easy to specify because
the most appropriate value of ` depends heavily on queries,
time, data, and application domains. Instead of finding fixedlength results, our task is to return the longest-lasting segment whose correlation is greater than a threshold δ. In this
work, we adopt Pearson correlation as the underlying measure since it offers a fixed range (from -1 to 1). With this
property, we believe that it is easier for analysts to specify
the correlation threshold δ.

1.1 Potential Applications
We first demonstrate our LCS queries using stock
data collected from Yahoo! Finance. 3 Figure 1(a) illustrates the price variance of GOOG (Google, Inc.),
N F LX (Netflix, Inc.), and AAP L (Apple, Inc.) from
2008 to 2011. A query based on subsequence matching [17] is ‘find the most correlated stock to GOOG for
every 90-day duration data in 2008-2011’. This query returns AAP L in [4/Mar/2009,4/Jun/2009] as the result,
where the correlation ρ is 0.985. The query result may

be more meaningful to analysts if it becomes ‘find
the longest-lasting period of a stock who performs similar to GOOG in 2008-2011’. If the correlation threshold ρ is set to 0.95, this query returns AAP L in
[28/Feb/2008,5/Apr/2010] as the result. It is not surprising that their prices changed similarly over such a long
period because both are leading companies in the information technology sector. In addition, the second type of
query can identify prominent periods more precisely based
on the correlations. For instance, the longest correlated time
span during which GOOG and N F LX fulfilled the correlation threshold was [21/Jul/2011,12/Sep/2011], whereas the
fixed-length query (`=90 days) returns a lower correlation
(ρ = 0.923) over the time span [5/Aug/2009,5/Nov/2009].
Another example is to use our LCS queries in Google
Correlate.4 Given a keyword query, Google Correlate returns a set of similar keyword(s) in terms of their search
activities over a period of time. For instance, in Figure 1(b),
the most similar keywords of ‘oil’ are ‘map bp’, 5 and
their correlation ρ is 0.82 over the past 10 years. However,
Google Correlate cannot return a certain period of time
when these two keywords become highly correlated. Alternatively, our LCS queries return a highly corrected time
span, [19/Oct/2009,20/Feb/2011], of these two keywords for
which this time span overlaps the BP oil disaster. 6
4
5
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correlation of (q, o1 ) (shown in Fig. 2(c)) and (q, o2 ) (shown
in Fig. 2(d)), respectively.
We proceed to define the k-Longest-lasting Correlated
Subsequence Query (kLCS) as follows.
Definition 2 (k-L ONGEST- LASTING C ORRELATED S UB SEQUENCE Q UERY, kLCS) Given a query sequence q,
a sequence database O, and a threshold δ, a k-Longestlasting Correlated Subsequence Query (kLCS) returns a
set of k subsequences, R, such that each oi (τ, `) ∈ R
satisfies (1) ρ(q, oi , τ, `) > δ and (2) ∀oj (τ 0 , `0 ) ∈
/ R, if
ρ(q, oj , τ 0 , `0 ) > δ, then `0 ≤ `.
Condition (1) is to secure the correlation threshold. Condition (2) is to ensure that no other subsequence is longer than
the result subsequence.
Consider the example in Figure 2 when k = 1. Given
a threshold δ = 0.95, 1LCS(q, {o1 , o2 }, δ) returns o2 (1, 5)
as the result because no subsequence is longer than o2 (1, 5)
and has correlation ρ > 0.95.

value

We believe that LCSs could be particularly helpful in climatology. Figure 1(c) shows the configuration of the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array in the Pacific Ocean7 .
Given the sea surface temperature of a specified sensor over
a period of time (e.g., 1 week), one possible query is to find
the most correlated sensor during the same period. However, there may be no such pair for which their correlation
can be viewed as correlated (e.g., ρ < 0.9 for all pairs).
In Figure 1(c), the correlation of the entire weekly data of
sensors ‘9N 140W’ and ‘2N 140W’ is 0.71. However, the
correlation of a segment in weekly data (from 317 to 1008)
is much higher (i.e., 0.95); meteorologists may be interested
in this period and further investigate the reasons behind it.
LCSs are also potentially useful in hyperspectral imaging exploitation [9]. A hyperspectral image is captured by
remote sensors that collect image data simultaneously in
dozens or hundreds of narrow, adjacent spectral bands. For
each image cell, its brightness values along spectral bands
form a time series. In hyperspectral imaging, a research task
is to discover the spectral signature of materials. Typically,
a spectral signature consists of a subset of consecutive spectral bands. Two image cells may refer to the same material if
their spectral signatures are similar. Given an image cell and
a specified correlation threshold, the LCS query returns a
signature candidate that can be used for further exploitation.
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Definition 1 (Pearson Correlation) Given a query sequence q, an object sequence o, and an offset interval
[τ, τ + ` − 1], the Pearson correlation between q(τ, `)(=
q[τ ], ..., q[τ + ` − 1]) and o(τ, `)(= o[τ ], ..., o[τ + ` − 1]) is
defined as
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Fig. 2(a) illustrates a query sequence and a sequence
database with two objects whose raw values can be found in
Fig. 2(b). For every subsequence combination (i.e., varying
τ and `), we use Equation 1 to calculate the corresponding
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In this paper we use Pearson correlation, which is widely
used in sequence databases [53, 40, 47], to measure the similarity between sequences. The definition of Pearson correlation between two subsequences on an offset interval
[τ, τ + ` − 1] is defined as follows.
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Fig. 2 A concrete example of kLCS, δ = 0.95

When k > 1, Def. 2 may return many contained subsequences. 8 In our running example, the first two results
are o2 (1, 5) and o2 (1, 4), where o2 (1, 4) is contained inside
o2 (1, 5). To address this, we slightly modify Def. 2 such that
kLCS returns only nonself-contained subsequences. In the
running example, 2LCS(q, {o1 , o2 }, 0.95) returns o2 (1, 5)
and o1 (2, 3) as the results subject to this change. Although
both o2 (1, 4) and o2 (2, 4) fulfill the correlation threshold
and their length ` is longer than the second result o1 (2, 3),
these subsequences are eliminated because they are contained in the first result o2 (1, 5). The formal definition of
the self-contained subsequence can be found in Sec. 2.3
(Def. 3).
8

As reported by [43], a query is trivially correlated to two close
subsequences, which may give a meaningless result.
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1.3 Challenges and Contributions
A brute force solution of kLCS is to calculate the correlations between the query and the objects for every possible subsequence combination. The computation complexity is O(Cnm2 ), where C is the complexity of a correlation computation and n and m are the cardinality and the
maximum length of the sequence data, respectively. The
search space cannot be reduced by typical search strategies
(e.g., binary search and branch-and-bound) due to the nonmonotonicity of subsequence correlations (cf. Section 2.3).
To make things worse, existing indexing techniques cannot
support computation of the correlation of arbitrary lengths
with feasible storage overhead (cf. Section 2.2). Thus, there
is no efficient solution for the LCS queries.
In our preliminary study [28], we studied a filter-andrefinement framework to process kLCS. In the filtering
phase, we proposed a size-constrained index, the Diamond
Cover Index (DCI), to prune unpromising subsequences in
batches by their upper and lower bounds. In the refinement phase, we proposed the α-skipping technique such that
the computation cost of Pearson correlation can be reduced
from O(`) to O(α).
In this study, we propose several techniques to further
improve the Efficiency and Applicability of the kLCS computations. The additional contributions are summarized as
follows.
E1. In the refinement phase, we replace the α-skipping
technique with a parameter-free method based on zigzag ordering, the Zigzag Execution Strategy (ZES). ZES further
reduces the computation complexity of Pearson correlation
from O(α) to O(1), and it requires less overhead than the
α-skipping approach (see Section 3.3).
E2. To tighten the upper bound estimations in the filtering
phase, we decompose a query MBR into two triangle MBRs.
The decomposition can further reduce the surviving subsequence candidates due to the improved upper bounds (see
Section 4.3).
A1. To process kLCS on disk-resident databases [37] (e.g.,
in situation in which the data exceed the capacity of the main
memory process), we study a caching approach with lazy
refinement optimization to improve memory use and thus
minimize the I/O cost (see Section 5).
A2. To efficiently process kLCS on frequently updated sequences (e.g., the sequence value arrival rate is too fast for
indexing), we execute our index-free solution ZES in parallel
on graph processing units (GPUs). The GPU-based solution
outperforms the CPU-based solution by carefully exploiting
memory coalescence (see Section 6).
We summarize our proposed methods and their applicability in the following table.

Frequent
updates?
yes
no
yes
no
yes

Data size
in memory
in memory
in disk
in disk
in GPU memory

Processing
unit
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU+GPU

Method

Sec.

ZES
ZES+DCI
ZES+DISK
ZES+DCI+DISK
ZES+GPU

3.3
4.3
5.1
5.2
6

Table 1 Applicability of our methods

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we justify the definitions and challenges of the
problem. Section 3 presents three no-index methods, SOTA,
SKIP, and ZES, to answer kLCS. We then discuss our index
techniques for memory-resident and disk-resident databases
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The GPU version of the
ZES algorithm for streaming sequences is discussed in Section 6. We thoroughly evaluate our proposed methods in
Section 7. Related studies are summarized in Section 8, and
we conclude our study in Section 9.
2 Justifications
2.1 Sequence Normalization
To meaningfully compare the correlation of different sequences, the sequence values should be normalized as suggested in [23, 46]. We use the following example to demonstrate the effect of normalization on correlation measurements.
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Fig. 3 The effect of normalization

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate three sequences by their raw
and normalized values, respectively, and the Euclidean distances of the query q and the objects o1 and o2 are shown
in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d). As clearly shown in Fig. 3(c), q
is more similar to o2 if the distances are computed on the
basis of their raw values. However, in typical analysis tasks,
we may be more concerned about the trend (i.e., shape) of
two sequences instead of their actual distance. The distances
reported in Fig. 3(c) greatly overstate the subjective dissimilarity. As shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d), normalizing the
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sequence values more likely reveals the true similarity. Formally, the value of a subsequence o(τ, `) is normalized by
the standard score (Z-normalization), as follows [46].
o(τ, `)[i] − µo(τ,`)
ô(τ, `)[i] =
σo(τ,`)

(dˆ2 (q, o, τ, `))2
2`

2.3 Is Computing k LCS Time Consuming?

on(0, m)

(3)

where dˆ2 (q, o, τ, `) is normalized by the length ` in the Pearson correlation.

2.2 Indexing for Arbitrary Length Queries?
If the length of the correlation queries is decided ahead of
time, plenty of indexing techniques can be used to boost
the correlation computations dramatically [2, 7, 18, 22, 51,
50]. However, in kLCS, the length of the correlation queries
is only discovered during the execution time. Two research
groups have suggested techniques to index queries with arbitrary lengths [20, 30]. Their methods require the construction of multiple indices of various lengths, e.g., 8 indices of
length 8, 16, ..., 1024. The result of a correlation query is
discovered by interpolating the information from multiple
indices. For instance, a correlation query of length ` = 55
can be calculated by searching two indices of length 16 and
32 with the techniques proposed in [20].
As noted in [46], such multi-index approaches can only
return admissible results for non-normalized distance metrics. Suppose that o(0, 32) is the most correlated object
to q(0, 32). However, the Z-normalized Euclidean distance
dˆ2 (q, o, 0, 32) cannot serve as an upper bound nor a lower
bound of dˆ2 (q, o, 0, 33), because the subsequence values are
normalized differently9 for different lengths (e.g., 32, 33).
To the best of our knowledge, no existing indexing framework can support correlation queries of arbitrary lengths
with feasible storage overhead.

Entire search space

[0, m]
[0,
[0,mm]
-1]
o1(0, m)
[0, m -1]
[1, m]
[0, m -1]
-2] [1,
[1,mm]
-1]
o1(0, m-1) o1(1, m-1)
[2, m]
[0, m -2] [1, m -1]
[0, m -2] [1, m -1]
[2, m]
o1(0, m-2) o1(1, m-2) o1(2, m-2)

(2)

where µo(τ,`) and σo(τ,`) denote the mean and standard deviation of o(τ, `), respectively, and ô(τ, `) denotes the normalized form of the subsequence o(τ, `). For the sake of presentation, we also denote dˆp (q, o, τ, `) as the p-norm distance of
two Z-normalized sequences, q̂(τ, `) and ô(τ, `).
In this study, we focus on Pearson correlation because
(1) it is widely used in sequence databases [53, 40, 47], (2)
it reveals the true similarity of the sequences by means of
Z-normalization, and (3) it has a fixed range (from -1 to 1).
The Pearson correlation between two subsequences, q(τ, `)
and o(τ, `), can actually be represented by the Z-normalized
Euclidean distance as follows [45, 53].
ρ(q, o, τ, `) = 1 −

5

ρ(q,oi,τ,l)>δ

m
...
...
[0, l]
[0, l]
o1(0, l)

...
...
...

oi(τ, l)
o1(τ, l)

...
...

[0, 1]
[0, 1]
o1(0, 1)

n

...
...
...

m

[m-l, m]
[m-l, m]
o1(m-l, l)

on(m-2, 1)
o1(m-2,
2)
o1(m-2, 1) o1(m-1, 1)

Covering subsequences of
o1(m-2, 2)

Fig. 4 Entire search space of kLCS(q, O, δ )

We claim that the discovery of kLCS is a challenging
problem because of (1) the huge search space required and
(2) the lack of a monotonic search strategy. To find the
longest-lasting correlation subsequence, LCS searches every possible subsequence (by varying τ and `) until it finds
an object subsequence oi (τ, `) such that ` is maximized subject to the correlation constraint δ. Fig. 4 illustrates the entire
search space of LCS, in which the number of possible subsequence combinations is m(m+1)
and every combination has
2
n objects to be verified. Thereby, the total search space is
O(nm2 ) and the time complexity is O(Cnm2 ), where C is
the complexity of a correlation computation.
Definition 3 (Covering Subsequence, .) o(τ, `) is covering o(τ 0 , `0 ), denoted as o(τ, `) . o(τ 0 , `0 ), if and only if
τ 0 ∈ [τ...τ + ` − 1] and `0 ∈ [1...τ + ` − τ 0 ].
For the sake of the following discussion, we first define
the covering relationship between subsequences in Def. 3.
Fig. 4 highlights three subsequences covered by o1 (m −
2, 2).
Lemma 1 (Non-monotonicity) Given two sequences
q(τ, `) and o(τ, `), their Pearson correlation ρ(q, o, τ, `) is
neither monotone increasing nor monotone decreasing for
the covering subsequence correlation ρ(q, o, τ 0 , `0 ), where
q(τ, `) . q(τ 0 , `0 ) and o(τ, `) . o(τ 0 , `0 ).
To discover the longest subsequence that satisfies the
correlation threshold, a better execution paradigm is the application of a binary search if there is any monotone property held for subsequence length ` or offset τ . Nevertheless,
as shown in Lemma 1 10 , the normalized p-norm distance of

9

The values of µ and σ may be changed significantly with subsequences of different lengths.

10

The proof can be found in our preliminary study [28].
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a pair of sequences does not hold any monotonicity for their
covering subsequence distances. For instance, given two sequences a = h20, 9, 1, −20i and b = h7, 9, 6, 2i, the correlation of a and b is ρ(a, b, 0, 4) = 0.85. However, the correlation of their subsequence pairs can be either lesser (e.g.,
ρ(a, b, 0, 3) = 0.24) or greater (e.g., ρ(a, b, 1, 3) = 0.985)
than ρ(a, b, 0, 4).
Thereby, simple search techniques (e.g., binary search
and branch-and-bound) are unable to help kLCS processing,
and the time complexity remains O(Cnm2 ).

3 Answering kLCS with No-Index
In this section, we present three solutions for processing of
kLCS queries without precomputation (i.e., no-index). We
first propose a baseline solution in which state-of-the-art
techniques are adapted to boost the distance computations
(i.e., Pearson). However, the complexity of each distance
computation remains O(`). In the second solution, we construct the α-skipping cumulative arrays by carefully exploiting the properties of Pearson correlation. The complexity is
reduced to O(α) with space overhead 3mn
α . Finally, we propose a parameter-free execution approach based on Zigzag
ordering, which not only reduces the space overhead to 3n
but also improves the complexity to O(1).

3.1 Adapting State-of-the-Art Techniques (SOTA)
According to the discussion in Section 2.3, neither a binary
search nor a branch-and-bound approach is applicable to the
discovery of kLCS. To support early termination, a straightforward strategy is to exhaustively calculate the similarity of
the subsequences for every τ and ` setting from the longest
to the shortest. For 1LCS search, the process is terminated
when an object subsequence oi (τ, `) fulfills the correlation
threshold δ.
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o
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τ

l
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Fig. 5 Early abandoning techniques

However, exhaustive calculation of the correlation of
subsequences is a time-consuming task in which each Pearson correlation requires O(`) time to compute. To the best

of our knowledge, Rakthanmanon et al. [46] were the first
to consider optimizing the normalization step of the normalized distance computation. They proposed a new technique, called Z-normalization early abandonment, to avoid
the need to compute a normalized Euclidean distance in
its entirety. Given the correlation threshold δ, the normalized Euclidean distance dˆ2 (q, oi , τ, `) can be incrementally
summed by the individual distances until the Pearson correlation becomes lower than the threshold δ [24, 46]. In
Fig. 5(a), we can abandon the calculation of dˆ2 (q, o, τ, `)
at the 9th position if the summation of the individual distances from the 1st to 9th positions is already larger than
p
2`(1 − δ) (see Eq. 3).
To incrementally sum the individual distances to dˆ2 , the
mean µ and the standard deviation σ of q(τ, `) and oi (τ, `)
are required (cf. Eq. 2). Inspired by [46], µ and σ can be
computed in O(1) time if we keep two running sums of the
subsequence values with a lag of exactly ` subsequence values. The mathematical representations are given below for
clarity.

µX (τ,`) =

τ
τ +`−1
X
1 X
X [i] + X [τ ])
X [i] −
(
` i=0
i=0

2
σX
(τ,`) =

τ +`−1
τ
X
1 X
(
X [i]2 −
X [i]2 + X [τ ]2 ) − µ2X (τ,`)
` i=0
i=0

(4)

(5)
where
o}. For instance, two running sums
Pτ +`−1X ∈ {q,P
τ
X
[i]
and
i=0
i=0 X [i], µX (τ +1,`) can be computed
byP
incrementally summing
Pτ the value of X [τ +`] and X [τ +1]
τ +`−1
to i=0 X [i] and i=0 X [i], respectively.
To further boost the performance, a reordering early
abandonment [46] technique is adopted in which the calculations are reordered as shown in Fig. 5(b). According
to [46], the sections of the query q(τ, `) that are farthest
from the mean will have the largest average contributions to
the distance measure. In other words, for each subsequence
oi (τ, `) in the kLCS computation, the calculation order is
based on the mean of q(τ, `).
Algorithm 1 (State-of-the-art, SOTA) applies all of the
techniques discussed above. SOTA exhaustively searches all
τ and ` subsequences in a top-down manner. The normalized Euclidean distance dˆ2 is computed by Z-normalization
and reordering early abandonment techniques, as discussed
above. We add a subsequence object o(τ, `) into R if
the Pearson correlation ρ(q, o, τ, `) fulfills the correlation
threshold δ and the object subsequence is not contained by
other results in R (at Line 9). The containment checking
takes O(log k) time if we maintain R by a segment tree.
R is returned as the result set when its size reaches k.
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Algorithm 1 State-of-the-art (SOTA) algorithm
Algorithm SOTA( Query q , Database O, Threshold δ , Maximum
sequence length m, Result size k )
1: for ` := m to 2 do
2:
for τ := 0 to m − ` do
τ+
`−1
τ+
`−1
τ
τ
P
P
P
P
3:
update
q [i],
q [i],
q [i ]2 ,
q [ i ]2
i=0

i=0

i=0

i=0

6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11: return R

3.2

α-Skipping Cumulative Arrays (SKIP)

Even though Algorithm 1 (lines 6-7) makes use of state-ofthe-art techniques to calculate ρ(q, o, τ, `), it still takes O(`)
time to calculate one correlation in the worst case. Inspired
by [38], the Pearson correlation can be computed in O(1)
time if we first compute five cumulative arrays for q and
o. More specifically, two of the arrays store the cumulative
sum of the subsequence values of q and o, another two store
the cumulative sum of the square values, and the last one
stores the cumulative product sum of q and o. The arrays are
defined mathematically as follows.
Sq [u] =
So [u] =

u
X
i=0
u
X
i=0

q [i], Sq2 [u] =
o[i], So2 [u] =

u
X
i=0
u
X

q [i ] 2 ,
o [i ]2 ,

Sqo [u] =

u
X

q [ i ]o [ i ]

i=0

(6)

i=0

where u ∈ [0..m − 1]. Given these arrays {S
q 2 ,So2 ,
Pq ,So ,SP
S
},
every
component
in
Eq.
1
(including
q[i],
o[i],
Pqo 2 P
P
q[i] , o[i]2 , and q[i]o[i]) of any (τ, `) setting can be
computed in O(1) time with the following equation.
τ +`−1
X

X [i] = SX [τ + ` − 1] − SX [τ ] + X [τ ]

(7)

i=τ

where X ∈ {q, o, q 2 , o2 , qo} and qo[i] = q[i]o[i].
However, the space overhead required to compute kLCS
is large because every object oi is required to construct three
extra arrays (e.g., Soi , So2i , Sqoi ). The total space overhead
is 3mn, that is, three times larger than the raw data.11 In
the following discussion, we present a technique called αskipping that computes every Pearson correlation in O(α)
and requires only 3mn
α total space overhead (and in which α
can be chosen on the basis of physical memory limitations).
We first define the α-skipping cumulative array as follows.
11

The space overhead (i.e., O(2m)) of Sq and Sq2 is negligible.

α
Definition 4 (α-skipping cumulative array, SX
) Let the
α
skip factor be α. A cumulative value SX [u] is kept into SX
if and only if u mod α = 0.

ρ(q,o,0,5) 0
ρ(q,o,1,5)

5
1
5

]
[10
SX ]
[9
SX ]
[8
SX
[7 ]
SX ]
[6
SX ]
[5
SX
[4]
SX ]
[3
SX ]
[2
SX ]
[1
SX ]
[0
SX

determine the calculation order of q (τ, `) based on µq(τ,`)
for each sequence o in O do
τ+
`−1
τ+
`−1
τ
τ
P
P
P
P
update
o[i],
o[i],
o [i ] 2 ,
o [i ]2
i=0
i=0
i=0
ip
=0
calculate dˆ2 (q, o, τ, `) . early abandon at 2`(1 − δ )
p
if dˆ2 (q, o, τ, `) < 2`(1 − δ ) then
. by Eq. 3
add oi (τ, `) into R if r 7 o(τ, `), ∀r ∈ R
goto line 11 when |R| = k

4:
5:

7

α=4

Fig. 6 An α-skipping cumulative array

Fig. 6 shows a 4-skipping cumulative array (α = 4).
α
Note that only the cumulative values in bold are kept in SX
,
α
where the size of SX is 1/α of the original size. Suppose that
τ = 1 and ` P
= 5, the values of SX [1] and SX [5] are required
5
to compute i=1 X [i] according to Eq. 6; however, neither
α
SX [1] nor SX [5] is kept in SX
. In fact, these two values
can be derived from SX [0] and SX [4] in one step. Lemma 2
shows that computing ρ(q, o, τ, `) takes O(α) time.
Lemma 2 Given α-skipping cumulative arrays and raw
data of q and o, computing ρ(q, o, τ, `) takes O(α) time.
Proof First, we prove that computing SX [u+i] or SX [u−i]
takes O(i) time by giving SX [u] and the raw data of X . AcPu+i
cording to Eq. 6, SX [u + i] = SX [u] + j=u+1 X [j] and
Pu−1
SX [u − i] = SX [u] − j=u−i X [j]. It is clear that computPu+i
Pu−1
ing j=u+1 X [j] or j=u−i X [j] takes O(i) time. We can
thus compute SX [u + i] or SX [u − i] in O(i) time. In αskipping arrays, the maximum value of i is α. Accordingly,
computing ρ(q, o, τ, `) can be done in O(α) time by Eq. 1.
t
u
During kLCS computation, the computation time of
ρ(q, o, τ, `) can be further reduced to O(1) if the corresponding running sums of ρ(q, o, τ − 1, `) are kept,
which is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 6. After calculating P
ρ(q, o, 0, 5),
P4we collect
P4five running
P4 sums, in4
cluding i=0 q[i], i=0 q 2 [i], i=0 o[i], i=0 o2 [i], and
P4
i=0 qo[i]. When calculating the next offset correlation,
ρ(q, o, 1, 5), we update the value of each running sum simply by subtracting
X [0] from and adding X [5] into the runP4
ning sum i=0 X [i]. Obviously, such incremental procedures can derive ρ(q, o, τ, `) in O(1) time, which is faster
than the α-skipping techniques. Thus, for every subsequence
length setting `, we compute the running sums by the αskipping cumulative arrays at the first offset (i.e., τ = 0)
and then incrementally update the running sums for the remaining offsets.‘
Algorithm 2 (SKIP) shows the pseudocode used to discover kLCS on the basis of the α-skipping techniques. First,
we calculate three α-skipping cumulative arrays, which
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Algorithm 2 SKIP algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

O(1)

Algorithm SKIP( Query q , Database O, Threshold δ , Maximum
sequence length m, Result size k, Skip factor α )
calculate Sq1 and Sq12
. O(m)
α for every o ∈ O
.
O(nm)
calculate Soαi , Soα2 , and Sqo
i
i
i
for ` := m to 2 do
for τ := 0 to m − ` do
for X ∈ {qi , qi2 } do
if τ = 0 thenP
+`−1
1
calculate iτ=
X [i] by SX
. O(1)
τ
else
P +`−1
update τi=
X [i] incrementally
. O(1)
τ
for each sequence o in O do
for X ∈ {o, o2 , qo} do
if τ = 0 thenP
+`−1
α
compute τi=
X [i] by SX
. O(α)
τ
else
Pτ +`−1
update i=τ
X [i] incrementally
. O(1)
if ρ(q, o, τ, `) > δ then
. O(1)
add o(τ, `) into R if r 7 o(τ, `), ∀r ∈ R
goto line 19 if |R| = k
return R

ρ(q,o,τ,l)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l)

O(1)

SKIP

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ,l-1)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l-1)

ZES

Fig. 7 Incremental process of the running sum arrays

where X ∈ {q, o, q 2 , o2 , qo} and qo[i] = q[i]o[i].
In this section, we extend the incremental process
that supports computing ρ(q, o, τ − 1, `) (denoted as ←),
ρ(q, o, τ, ` − 1) (denoted as .), and ρ(q, o, τ + 1, ` − 1)
(denoted as &) in O(1) time when the running sum of
ρ(q, o, τ, `) is given. The incremental process of ←, ., and
& is shown as follows.
τ +`−2
X

X [i] =

i=τ −1
τ +`−2
X

12

takes O(nm) time in total. The SKIP algorithm follows
the same top-down execution paradigm of Algorithm 1, but
it calculates ρ(q, o, τ, `) by the Pearson equation (Eq. 1) on
the basis of the cumulative arrays. The running sums required in Eq. 1 are calculated by the α-skipping arrays if
τ = 0 or calculated incrementally otherwise.
Disucssion. The SKIP algorithm is superior to the SOTA algorithm because it reduces each Pearson computation from
O(`) to O(α) with a reasonable space overhead 3mn
α .

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ-1,l)

τ +`−1
X

X [i] + X [τ − 1] − X [τ + ` − 1]

(←)

X [i] − X [τ + ` − 1]

(.)

X [i] − X [τ ]

(&)

i=τ

X [i] =

i=τ

τ +`−1
X
i=τ

τ +`−1
X

X [i] =

i=τ +1

τ +`−1
X
i=τ

where X ∈ {q, o, q 2 , o2 , qo} and qo[i] = q[i]o[i]. Fig. 7
illustrates the relationship of these incremental processes.

compute from scratch

compute incrementally

O(α)

3.3 Zigzag Execution Strategy (ZES)

ρ(q,o,τ,l)

According to our prior study [28], the SKIP algorithm is
more efficient than the SOTA algorithm, but it still suffers
from two obvious problems: (i) the value of α is decided
subjectively (i.e., the tradeoff between time and space), and
(ii) the Pearson computation still takes O(α) time when
τ = 0 (i.e., the first Pearson correlation of a subsequence
length `). To overcome these two issues, we propose a new
execution strategy to answer the kLCS queries that is not
only a parameter-free approach but can also reduce every
Pearson computation (except the first computation) to constant time.
In the SKIP algorithm, we can calculate ρ(q, o, τ + 1, `)
in O(1) time with an incremental process (denoted as →) if
the running sum of ρ(q, o, τ, `) is given. The equation of this
incremental process is shown as follows.
τ +`
X
i=τ +1
12

X [i] =

τ +`−1
X

X [i] + X [τ + `] − X [τ ]

(→)

O(α)

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ,l-1)
O(α)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l-1)

O(1)
ρ(q,o,τ,l-2)

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l-2)

ρ(q,o,τ+2,l-3)

(a) SKIP
O(l)
ρ(q,o,τ,l)
O(1)

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ,l-1)

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l-1)

O(1)
ρ(q,o,τ,l-2)

O(1)

ρ(q,o,τ+1,l-2)

ρ(q,o,τ+2,l-3)

(b) ZES
Fig. 8 Comparison between SKIP and ZES

i=τ

For clarity, the time complexity of every single step is stated in the
pseudo codes.

As illustrated in Fig. 8(a), the SKIP algorithm computes
the running sums from scratch when the length of the subse-
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quence is changed and incrementally updates (→) the running sums when the length is the same.

4 Answering kLCS with Indices

Given the additional incremental update processes (←,
., and &), we propose a new zigzag execution strategy
(ZES) to compute the kLCS queries as shown in Fig. 8(b).
The ZES algorithm requires computation of the running sum
arrays from scratch once, and the running sums are then updated incrementally by one of four incremental update processes (subject to the values of τ and `).

In this section, we introduce a novel space-constrained index
for boosting kLCS computation. Our index exploits the observation that subsequences of an object o that have similar
offsets τ and lengths ` are likely to have a correlation similar
to q. For instance, if ρ(q, o, τ, `) < δ, then ρ(q, o, τ, ` − 1)
and ρ(q, o, τ + 1, ` − 1) are likely to be less than δ, which
suggests that similar subsequences can be grouped together.
Specifically, if the correlation upper bound of a subsequence
group is below δ, then such a group can be safely pruned.
In this section, we first discuss the method with which
to group subsequences of o (with arbitrary lengths) by their
piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) representations
into minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) and derive their
correlation upper bounds. We then elaborate the effective
grouping of the subsequences into a space-constrained index such that it offers good pruning power for querying.

Algorithm 3 ZES algorithm
Algorithm ZES( Query q , Database O, Threshold δ , Maximum
sequence P
length m, Result
size k)
Pm−
1
1 2
1: calculate m−
. O(m)
i=0 q [i],
i=0 q [i]
2: for o ∈ O doP
P
P
1
m−1 2
m−1
3:
calculate m−
i=0 o[i],
i=0 o [i], and
i=0 qo[i] . O (m)
4: for ` := m to 2 do
5:
if the execution is at odd stage (e.g., 1st, 3rd, ..., etc.) then
6:
startos := m − `; endos := 0 . execution direction ←
7:
else
8:
startos := 0; endos := m − ` . execution direction →
9:
for τ := startos to endos do
10:
for X ∈ {qi , qi2 } do
P +`−1
11:
update τi=
X [i] incrementally
. O(1)
τ
12:
for each sequence o in O do
13:
for X ∈ {o,Po2 , qo} do
+`−1
14:
update iτ=
X [i] incrementally
. O(1)
τ
15:
if ρ(q, o, τ, `) > δ then
. O(1)
16:
add o(τ, `) into R if r 7 o(τ, `), ∀r ∈ R
17:
goto line 15 if |R| = k
18: return R

Algorithm 3 (ZES) shows the pseudocode used to discover kLCS based on four incremental update processes.
ZES checks all possible subsequence pairs in a zigzag execution paradigm until it finds the kLCS result. With the
exception of the Pearson computations of length m (the
first computation of each object candidate), all subsequent
computations are computed in constant time with the incremental update processes (cf. Lines 11, 14, and 15 of Algorithm 3), where the appropriate update process (e.g., →, ←,
., and &) can be decided on the basis of the value of τ ,
`, and m. The time complexity of the ZES algorithm is thus
reduced to O(nm2 ) from O(Cnm2 ) (where C indicates the
cost of a Pearson computation). The only overhead of the
ZES algorithm is to keep three running sums of all sequence
objects where the size is 3n in total.
Discussion. The ZES algorithm is superior to the SKIP algorithm because it not only offers constant time Pearson
computations but also reduces the space overhead from 3mn
α
to 3n. More importantly, the ZES algorithm is a parameterfree algorithm that no longer requires a tuning process for
the subjective parameter (e.g., the value of α).

4.1 Piecewise Aggregate Approximation
PAA is intuitive and simple, yet competitive with other
sophisticated methods of dimensionality reduction. [31]
Specifically, a normalized subsequence ô(τ, `) with offset
τ and length ` can be represented in a φ-dimensional PAA
element eô(τ,`) , in which the parameter φ is much smaller
than ` in practice. Given a normalized subsequence ô(τ, `),
the i-th value of the φ-dimensional PAA element is defined
as:
φ
eô(τ,`) [i] =
`

`
φ (i+1)−1

X

ô[τ + j]

(8)

`
j= φ
·i

Unless explicitly stated, we write eô(τ,`) [i] as eô [i].
PAA upper bound. Keogh et al. [22] and Yi et al. [50]
showed that the PAA distance dP AA of two PAA representations eq̂ and eô is a lower bound of their 2-norm distance.13
Formally, it is stated as:
ˆ o, τ, `) ≥ dP AA (eq̂ , eô , φ) =
d(q,

p

`/φ · d2 (eq̂ , eô , φ) (9)

where d2 (eq̂ , eô , φ) denotes the 2-norm distance between
two elements.
Corollary 1 Given two subsequences q(τ, `) and o(τ, `)
and set U B(eq̂ , eô , φ) = 1 − dP AA (eq̂ , eô , φ)2 /(2`) =
1 − d2 (eq̂ , eô , φ)2 /(2φ), we have
ρ(q, o, τ, `) ≤ U B(eq̂ , eô , φ)
13

(10)

Our techniques are also applicable to p-norm distance. The details
are omitted for simplicity.
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Based on Eq. 3 and Eq. 9, the PAA distance dP AA provides an upper bound of the Pearson correlation ρ (Corollary 1). In other words, if the upper bound, U B(eq̂ , eô , φ),
is smaller than the correlation threshold δ, we can say that
q(τ, `) is not correlated to o(τ, `).
PAA-MBR upper bound. For the sake of efficiency, we
propose to group subsequences into MBRs, then perform
pruning on MBRs instead of individual subsequences.
Let ô(G) denote a group of subsequences (possibly with
different lengths) in ô. By using the PAAs of subsequences
in ô(G), we define the PAA-MBR Mô(G) as the MBR of
these PAAs, namely:

As illustrated in Figure 4, the total number of elements to
be indexed is O(nm2 ). This huge storage space requirement
renders the above indexing approach infeasible.
4.2 Diamond Cover Index (DCI)
In this section, we propose a novel index structure, diamond
cover index (DCI), that can efficiently answer kLCS and reduce the index size to a given storage budget S. DCI is based
on two grouping strategies, intraobject grouping and interobject grouping, which are thoroughly discussed in this section.

Mô(G) [i]. min = min ex̂ [i]
x̂∈ô(G)

4.2.1 Intraobject Grouping

Mô(G) [i]. max = max ex̂ [i]
x̂∈ô(G)

We can define the notations q̂(G) and Mq̂(G) in a similar
way. For readability, we abbreviate Mq̂(G) and Mô(G) as Mq̂
and Mô , respectively.
First, we provide the upper bound of the Pearson correlation ρ between two PAA-MBRs Mq̂ and Mô . We use
dmin
(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) to denote the minimum 2-norm distance
2
between two MBRs. Thus, we have
U B(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) = 1 − dmin
(Mq̂ , Mô , φ)2 /(2φ)
2

(11)

where dmin
(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) ≤ dmin
(eq̂ , eô , φ), ∀eq̂ ∈Mq̂ ,eô ∈Mô .
2
2
According to Corollary 1 and the upper bound of two MBRs,
we have
ρ(q, o, τ, `) ≤ U B(Mq̂ , Mô , φ)

(12)

We note that the tightness of the upper bound
U B(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) depends on the compactness of the MBR
Mô . As such, we measure the volume of Mô by:
V ol(Mô ) =

φ−1
Y

(Mô [i]. max −Mô [i]. min)

i=0

It is desirable to minimize V ol(Mô ) so as to boost the pruning power during search. We will discuss this issue in Section 4.2.1.
A straightforward indexing approach is to group the elements with a multidimensional index I (e.g., R*-tree [4],
k-d tree [5]). The upper bound U B(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) allows us to
compute kLCS by the branch-and-bound paradigm. Specifically, we traverse I from the root to the leaves recursively. For every non-leaf MBR Mô seen, if its upper bound
U B(Mq̂ , Mô , φ) is less than the correlation threshold δ, then
Mô cannot contribute any result with respect to Mq̂ such
that it can be safely pruned; otherwise, the children MBRs
of Mô are further verified. For every leaf MBR Mô0 seen, if
U B(Mq̂ , Mô0 , φ) ≥ δ, then Mô0 is expanded and verified. We
report an element in Mô0 as a result candidate if the length of
eô is ` and ρ(q, o, τ, `) ≥ δ.

As discussed above, it takes O(m2 ) space to index the subsequences of an object o. In this section, we aim to reduce
the index size to a manageable amount S. Our idea is to
group the subsequences of an object into a small number of
MBRs.
Diamond Cover Grouping. A desirable grouping strategy
should assign, among the subsequences of o, those that have
similar offsets and lengths into the same group. This would
lead to “tight” groups and maximize their pruning power
during query processing. Specifically, we define the concept
of diamond MBR as follows:
D
Definition 5 (Diamond MBR, Mô(τ,`)
) Given the diamond
D
side-length ω, we define the diamond MBR Mô(τ,`)
as the
MBR of all PAA representations of eô(τ 0 ,`0 ) , for all τ 0 , `0
such that τ ≤ τ 0 < τ + ω and (τ + `) − (τ 0 + `0 ) < ω.

Fig. 9(a) illustrates an example with ω = 2. The diaD
mond MBR Mô(0,m)
is the MBR of four PAA representations: eô(0,m) , eô(0,m−1) , eô(1,m−1) , and eô(1,m−2) . As we
will discuss later, the parameter ω provides a trade-off between pruning power and storage space.
Next, we present a technique called diamond cover
grouping that partitions the PAAs (of an object) into a set
of diamond MBRs. Fig. 9(b) illustrates an example of diamond cover grouping. In this grouping, for each diamond
D
MBR Mô(τ,`)
, ` is of the form m − x · ω, and τ is either of
the form y · ω or m − `, where x, y are integers. Lemma 3
shows that diamond cover grouping significantly reduces the
storage overhead, from O(m2 ) to O(m2 /ω 2 ) per object.
Lemma 3 (Number of ω-Diamond MBRs) The number of
ω-diamond MBRs of an object is O(m2 /ω 2 ).
Proof The number of diamond MBRs per object sequence
o is
(m/ω )(m/ω + 1)
2
1 m(m + 1)
≤ 2
ω
2

1 + 2 + ... + m/ω =

t
u

=

1 m(m + 1/ω )
2

ω2

(assuming ω ≥ 1)
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eô(0, m)

ô(0, m)

D

M

ô(0, m-1) ô(1, m-1)

convert
ô(0, m-2) ô(1, m-2) ô(2, m-2)

eô(0, m-1)

ô(0, m-3) ô(1, m-3) ô(2, m-3) ô(3, m-3)

eô(1, m-1)

merge

eô(1, m-2)

Diamond ID
of MDô(0,m)

PAA representations

Diamond MBR

...

Subsequences

ô(0,m)

(a) Diamond MBR example, with ω = 2
ô(0,m)
ô(0,m-ω)
ô(0,m-2ω)

11

22

44

ô(ω,m-ω)

55

...
...

ô(2ω,m-2ω)

33

66
...
...

...
...

(b) Diamond cover grouping

To further save storage space, we encode the offset τ and
the length ` of a diamond MBR into a diamond ID. These
IDs begin with 1 and are assigned to diamonds from top to
bottom (see Fig. 9(b)). During the query time, the values of
τ and ` can be conveniently derived from a diamond ID κ.
Padding Zero Alignment. To support effective pruning
l
,10)
duringô(0search,
we study how
to reduce the volume of a diaω
D
mond MBR V ol(Mô(τ,`) ).

ô(0,10)

dim1

o[2]

o[τ+l-2ω]o[τ+l-1]

dim2

ô(0,8)
ô(2,6)

dim1

ô(0,10)
ô(0,8)
ô(2,6)

align them. Due to this alignment, two PAA elements are
more likely to take the same value in the same PAA dimension (e.g., the first dimension of eô(0,10) and eô(0,8) ). This
tends to reduce the volume of the diamond MBR, thus offering better pruning ability during query processing. As a
remark, we note that padding zeroes into sequences does not
affect any equation discussed in Section 4.1 since we also
pad the zeroes to the corresponding query subsequences.
ω-diamond Construction. Constructing a ω-diamond
MBR takes O(φω 2 ) time, where ω 2 is the number of subsequences in a diamond. For each dimension of an PAA element, it can be calculated in O(1) time with two cumulative
arrays (i.e., So and So2 ).
More specifically, given two cumulative arrays (i.e., So
and So2 ), eô(τ,`) [i] can be computed in O(1) time by combining Eq. 2 and the following equation.
eô(τ,`) [i] =

Fig. 9 Illustration of ω -diamond cover grouping

o[0]

11

dim2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(a) Non-Aligned PAA

(b) Aligned PAA

ô(0,10)
ô(0,8)
ô(2,6)

Fig. 10 Example of Padding Zero alignment

D
Recall that a diamond MBR Mô(τ,`)
, being a PAA-MBR,
is constructed from the PAA representations eô(τ 0 ,`0 ) of normalized subsequences.
For example, in Fig. 10, suppose that
mfô3(2,10)
D
the diamond MBR Mô(0,10)
covers the PAA representations
mc1
of ô(0, 10),f ô(0, 8), and ô(2, 6). When φ = 2, each PAA repm
resentationô1(0,20)
has 2 dimensions, which are constructed from 2
segments as shown in fFig. 10(a). If these segments are not
m ô2(2,10)
aligned (e.g., o(0, 5) and o(0, 4)), then different PAAs (e.g.,
mc2 in the
eô(0,10) and
eô(0,8) ) are likely to take different values
mfô1(2,10)
same dimension (e.g., dimension 1). As such, the diamond
MBR can have a considerable volume.
To improve the correlation, we propose to align the subD
sequences
zeroes such thatC these subMDô9(0,m)
MDô2in(0,m)Mo(τ,`) by padding
M ô(0,m)
sequences
share
the
same
length
` and the same offset τ in
MDô1(0,m)
every PAA dimension. For instance, in Fig. 10(b), zeroes are
padded to some subsequences ô(0, 8) and ô(2, 6) in order to

Diamond ID of MCô(0,m)

MDô1(0,m) MDô2(0,m) MDô9(0,m)

`
`
`
`
φ (So [ φ (i + 1) − 1] − So [ φ · i] + o[ φ · i]) − φ µo(τ,`)
`
σo(τ,`)

(13)
where µo(τ,`) is calculated by Eq. 4 and σo(τ,`) is calculated
by Eq. 5 in O(1) time.
4.2.2 Interobject Grouping
In Section 4.2.1, we only group subsequences of the same
object into ω-diamond MBRs. This section focuses on
grouping ω-diamond MBRs of different objects into higherlevel MBRs called compact MBRs.
For ease of query processing, only diamond MBRs
D
Mô(τ,`)
(of different objects) with the same diamond ID are
C
. To support efficient
grouped into compact MBRs M(τ,`)
query processing, we group similar diamond MBRs together
into higher-level MBRs (i.e., compact MBRs) with existing
grouping techniques (e.g., R*-tree [4], Hilbert curve [34],
z-curve [35]) that aim to minimize the volumes of MBRs.
In terms of storage representation, each compact MBR
C
M(τ,`)
consists of (i) an MBR, (ii) a diamond ID, for derivation of its τ and ` values, and (iii) references to the contained
diamond MBRs by their object IDs. Fig. 11 illustrates an example of the compact MBRs. These compact MBRs serve as
filters during query processing. We can still apply Eq. 12 to
compute the PAA distance upper bound between the query
and a compact MBR and prune compact MBRs that cannot
contribute to any query result.
4.2.3 Bounding the Index Space by S
The diamond cover index (DCI) is the collection of the compact MBRs described above. We now elaborate on the construction of the DCI such that its space is bounded by a
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MDô2(0,m)
MDô1(0,m)

MDô9(0,m)

Algorithm 4 ZES+DCI algorithm

(a) Interobject grouping at each diamond MBR

MCô (0,m)
Diamond ID of MCô(0,m)
MDô1(0,m) MDô2(0,m) MDô9(0,m)

MCô(ω,m-ω)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Algorithm ZES+DCI( Query q , Database O, Threshold δ , Maximum sequence length m, Result size k, DCI index I D )
calculate Sq1 and Sq12
for all ` ∈ {m, m − ω, m − 2ω, . . . } do
. from m to 2
for all τ ∈ {0, ω, 2ω, ..., (m − `)} do
construct Mq̂D(τ,`) by the method discussed in Sec. 4.2.1
for all MôC(τ,`) ∈ I(Dτ,`) do
if U B (Mq̂D(τ,`) , MôC(τ,`) , φ) ≥ δ then . PRUNING
for all o ∈ MôC(τ,`) do
R := ω -ZES(q, o, δ, `, ω, R) . REFINEMENT
if ` ≤ kth result length in R then
return R as result

Diamond ID of MCô(ω,m-ω)

MDô2(ω,m-ω)

MDô4(ω,m-ω)

(b) A compact MBR at

(c) A compact MBR at

MôD(0,m)

MôD(ω,m−ω)

Fig. 11 Interobject grouping

given space budget S. By using Lemma 3, the total number of ω-diamond MBRs for all n objects is O(nm2 /ω 2 ).
Thus, we can tune ω such that the object ID cost for all
ω-diamond MBRs is within the budget S. By subtracting
the above space from S, we obtain the maximum number of
compact MBRs to be created in DCI.

D
can divide each ω-diamond query MBR Mq̂(τ,`)
into two
UT
LT
ω-triangle MBRs Mq̂(τ,`) and Mq̂(τ,`) , as follows.
UT
Definition 6 (Upper ω-Triangle MBRs, Mq̂(τ,`)
) Given
the diamond side-length ω, we define the upper triangle
UT
MBR Mq̂(τ,`)
in the query sequence as the MBR of all PAA
representations of eq̂(τ 0 ,`0 ) , for all τ 0 , `0 such that τ ≤ τ 0 <
τ + ω, (τ + `) − (τ 0 + `0 ) < ω and ` − `0 < ω.
LT
Definition 7 (Lower ω-Triangle MBRs, Mq̂(τ,`)
) Given
the diamond side-length ω, we define the lower triangle
LT
MBR Mq̂(τ,`)
in the query sequence as the MBR of all PAA
representations of eq̂(τ 0 ,`0 ) , for all τ 0 , `0 such that τ ≤ τ 0 <
τ + ω, (τ + `) − (τ 0 + `0 ) < ω and ` − `0 ≥ ω.

4.3 Answering kLCS by DCI
Given the diamond cover index I D , we can discover the
kLCS of query q with the top-down execution paradigm
as in Algorithm 3. Specifically, we construct the query ωdiamond MBRs on-demand. For every compact MBR at
D
C
(τ, `), we calculate the upper bound of Mq̂(τ,`)
and M(τ,`)
by Eq. 12. If the upper bound is above threshold δ, we refine
C
every object in M(τ,`)
with the function ω-ZES (see Line 8).
ω-ZES is a variant of ZES (Algorithm 3) that searches only
the ω-diamond covering area starting at (τ, `). In addition,
ω-ZES terminates when it discovers the first result or when
the search length is shorter than the kth element in the seen
result set R.
We add the result or into the R if it is not covered by
any element in R and is longer than the kth result in R.
We terminate the entire search process and return R as the
result when no further diamonds have subsequences longer
than the kth element in R.
Answering kLCS by DCI is efficient because it applies
diamond batch pruning to save subsequence distance calculations. Whenever the pruning step works (e.g., U B(· · · ) <
δ at line 6), it saves |M C | · ω 2 distance calculations.
Optimization: ω-Triangle MBR. To improve the pruning ability (i.e., tighten the upper bound estimation), we

q(0,m)
MUTq(0,m)

UT
construct

LT

MLTq(0,m)
Subsequences in a
diamond

Triangle MBRs

Fig. 12 Example of triangle MBRs in query sequence

As shown in Fig. 12, the subsequences in a ω-diamond
MBR can be decomposed into two ω-triangle MBRs,
UT
LT
UT
Mq̂(0,m)
and Mq̂(0,m)
. More specifically, Mq̂(0,m)
for subLT
sequences with length from m to m − ω, and Mq̂(0,m) for
subsequences from length m − ω to m − 2ω. As a remark,
UT
LT
and Mq̂(0,m)
are aligned to
both subsequences in Mq̂(0,m)
q(0, m) during construction of their PAA representations.
UT
To answer kLCS by the ω-triangle MBRs (i.e., Mq̂(τ,`)
LT
and Mq̂(τ,`) ), we only replace the upper bound verification
and refinement steps (lines 5-8 of Algorithm 4) as follows.
6: for all MôC(τ,`) ∈ I(Dτ,`) do
7:
if U B (Mq̂U(Tτ,`) , MôC(τ,`) , φ) ≥ δ then
8:
for all o ∈ MôC(τ,`) do
9:
R := ω -UT-ZES(q, o, δ, `, ω, R)

. Upper Triangle
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10:
11:
12:

if U B (Mq̂LT
, MôC(τ,`) , φ) ≥ δ then
(τ,`)
for all o ∈ MôC(τ,`) do
R := ω -LT-ZES(q, o, δ, `, ω, R)
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o1, …, os os+1,…, o2s

on-s+1, …, on

o1, o2, … oi… oj… ok …, on

s=n/P

. Lower Triangle

where ω-UT-ZES(·) and ω-LT-ZES(·) are the variants of ωZES(·) that search the upper and lower ω-triangle covering
areas, respectively. Even though this optimization likely executes more upper bound estimations, each upper bound is
estimated more tightly such that more subsequence refinements can be pruned. The effectiveness of this optimization
will be demonstrated in our experiments.

5 Answering kLCS on Disk-resident Data
Our previous solutions (in Section 3 and 4) require that both
the sequences and indices reside in the main memory. Nevertheless, some applications use large sequence datasets (e.g.,
millions of sequence objects) that cannot fit into the main
memory. In this section, we discuss how we extend our techniques to efficiently answer kLCS on disk-resident data.

5.1 Partitioning Approach
In this approach, we first divide the sequences into P disjointed partitions such that every partition can fit into the
main memory (see Figure 13(a)). Next, we process each partition iteratively: (i) a partition is loaded into the main memory, and then (ii) the kLCS of that partition is computed by
ZES+DCI (Algorithm 4). Eventually, we obtain the kLCS
of the entire dataset.
We then elaborate how to find the number of sequences
per partition s = n/P . Given a fixed value of s, we can estimate the total space for s sequences (say, o1 , · · · , os ). The
space for the corresponding DCI of these s subsequences
can be estimated by using s and a system parameter ω (cf.
Section 4.2.3). Finally, we find the largest value of s such
that the total space for those s sequences and their DCI is
less than the main memory size.
We proceed to discuss the manner in which we partition
the sequences. Because the correlation function does not satisfy monotonicity (cf. Section 2.3), it is hard to find a good
partitioning strategy. In our implementation, we simply partition and order sequences by their IDs, as shown in Figure 13(a). We have also experimented with other orderings,
but they do not provide a substantial performance gain.

5.2 Caching Approach
An alternative approach is to use a single disk-resident DCI,
as shown in Figure 13(b). Observe that Algorithm 4 accesses
C
each compact MBR Mô(τ,`)
in the DCI in a sequential fashion (in the order of descending ` and then ascending τ ). This

DCI1

DCI2

...

DCIP

load into
memory

DCI

ob oi
cache

load into
memory

(a) Partitioning

(b) Caching

Fig. 13 Approaches for disk-resident data

sequential access pattern allows Algorithm 4 to be readily
applicable to a disk-resident DCI via sequential disk scan.
In this approach, the majority of the I/O cost comes from
access to object sequences (but not the disk-based DCI). In
C
Algorithm 4, upon checking a compact MBR Mô(τ,`)
(cf.
line 7), if it cannot be pruned, each candidate sequence o
C
(∈ Mô(τ,`)
) is then loaded from the disk into the main memory for further processing (cf. line 8). To reduce the I/O
cost, we propose the use of a main-memory cache for object sequences. If o is already in the cache, it need not be
loaded from the disk, as illustrated in Figure 13(b). A typical caching policy (e.g., least recently used, first-in-first-out,
and random replacement [49]) is used in our implementation.
Compact MBRs at l=m-2ω
MCô(0,l)
MDô9
MDô7
MDô2

MCô(ω,l)
pruned

MCô(2ω,l)
MDô11
MDô7
MDô2

Diamond MBRs

(a) Surviving compact MBRs
original
ô2 (0, `)
ô7 (0, `)
ô9 (0, `)
ô2 (2ω, `)
ô7 (2ω, `)
ô11 (2ω, `)

cache
-

hit?
lazy
cache
ô2 (0, `)
ô2
no
ô2 (2ω, `)
ô2
ô7
no
ô7 (0, `)
ô2
ô9
no
ô7 (2ω, `)
ô7
ô2
no
ô9 (0, `)
ô7
ô7
no
ô11 (2ω, `)
ô9
(b) Refinement order and cache hits

hit?
yes
no
yes
no
no

Fig. 14 Lazy refinement

To further improve the cache hit ratio, we propose the
incorporation of a lazy refinement mechanism into Algorithm 4 as follows. At line 8, instead of refining the surviving objects, we insert their IDs and offsets into an array A.
Before completing the current iteration for `, we sort A by
object ID and then refine A in the sorted order. This would
arrange the refinements of the same sequence object in a
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consecutive manner and thus avoids redundant accesses to
the same object.
We illustrate an example in Figure 14(a). Suppose that
the cache can accommodate only one sequence object and
there are two surviving compact MBRs at the current iteration ` = m − 2ω (shaded in orange). Note that o2 is a candidate object at two offsets 0 and 2ω. If we immediately refine each surviving sequence, then we load o2 from the disk
twice, as shown in Figure 14(b). With the lazy refinement, it
suffices to load o2 from the disk once. In this example, lazy
refinement helps to save two disk accesses (for o2 and o7 ).

6 Answering kLCS on GPU
Some applications (e.g., real-time stock analysis) deal with
frequently updated sequence data. They may not tolerate the
high construction time of the diamond cover index (DCI),
which takes O(nm2 φ) time.
In this scenario, a feasible solution is to abandon the DCI
and process queries on object sequences directly (e.g., by
using the ZES algorithm only). To accelerate the response
time, we investigate the efficient implementation of ZES on
GPU. In the following, we first provide background on GPU
and then present our solution.

6.1 Background on GPU

Table 2 Characteristics of memory types in NVIDIA GTX 680

Memory types
register
share
global
constant

Size
32KB
48KB
2048MB
64KB

Latency
∼ 1 cycle
∼ 5 cycles
∼ 500 cycles
∼ 5 cycles (read-only)

Scope
thread
block
grid
grid

A graphics processing unit (GPU) contains hundreds of
processing cores that can boost computation-intensive applications to a great extent. We adopt the NVIDIA Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [14] as the GPU programming model. In this model, the host (CPU) launches a
kernel to execute a parallel portion of the program on a GPU.
The kernel manages the parallel executions (i.e., threads) by
a grid of thread blocks in which all threads run the same
CUDA codes. The data in the GPU are communicated via
the internal memory architecture. For instance, the threads
within a thread block cooperate via shared memory. Table 2
lists the size, the access latency, and the scope of four memory types in NVIDIA GTX 680.
In GPU programming, the key challenges include (1) the
avoidance of global locking on variables, (2) the minimization of branching statements, and (3) the reorganization of

the memory accessing pattern in a manner that maximizes
parallelism in the GPU. We address these challenges in our
proposed solution below.

6.2 Our GPU implementation of ZES
We divide our GPU implementation of ZES into two parts:
a host algorithm and a GPU kernel. The GPU kernel encapsulates computation-intensive codes that will be executed in
the GPU in parallel. In contrast, the host algorithm runs on
the CPU and is responsible for initialization and for deciding
when to launch the GPU kernel. We illustrate the distribution of tasks between the CPU and the GPU in Fig. 15.
Algorithm 5 ZES+GPU algorithm for the host (CPU)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Algorithm ZES+GPU( Query q , Database O, Threshold δ , Maximum sequence
m, Result size k)
P length
P
1
m−1 2
calculate m−
. O(m)
i=0 q [i],
i=0 q [i]
for o ∈ O doP
P
P
1
m−1 2
m−1
calculate m−
i=0 o[i],
i=0 o [i], and
i=0 qo[i] . O (m)
load q and the running sums into GPU constant memory
load O and the running sums into GPU global memory
initialize a Boolean array f lag (to false) in GPU global memory
for ` := m to 2 do
launch GPU-KERNEL(`) at GPU
read f lag array from GPU global memory
for o ∈ O do
add o into C if f lag [o] = true
if |C| ≥ k then
R := ZES(q, C, δ, m, k)
break
return R

We first present the pseudocode for the host (CPU) in Algorithm 5. First, we prepare some arrays for subsequent processing in the GPU. We load query q and its running sums
into the constant memory (line 4), which can be quickly accessed by every thread. We also load the object sequences
and their running sums into the global memory (line 5). As
such, the constant memory (64 KB) stores 3m values and
the global memory (2048 MB) stores (m + 3)n values.
After the data preparation phase, the algorithm iterates
on the length ` in descending order and launches a GPU kernel to discover the result at length ` (cf. line 7). We elaborate
the workload distribution between the CPU and the GPU in
Fig. 15. Suppose that the GPU can process T threads simultaneously and groups every TB = 128 threads into a
thread block. Each thread would run the kernel code (i.e.,
Algorithm 6). We assign objects to threads in a round-robin
fashion,14 i.e., assigning object ot to Thread[t mod T ]. This
strategy arranges adjacent threads to process adjacent objects. For instance, ot and ot+1 are the first objects to be pro14

Assuming that the number of objects is larger than the maximum
number of threads supported by the GPU device.
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Grid (total number of threads = T)
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...

...

...
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Block[b+1]

...

...
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Fig. 15 ZES+GPU framework

cessed by two adjacent threads, Thread[t] and Thread[t+1],
respectively. This property enables further reduction of the
global memory access cost by the memory coalescence technique in CUDA, which is discussed below.
Algorithm 6 GPU-KERNEL at Thread[t] of length `
Procedure KernelThread( thread t, length ` )
1: if the execution is at odd stage (determined by `) then
2:
startos := m − `; endos := 0
. execution direction ←
3: else
4:
startos := 0; endos := m − `
. execution direction →
5: for o ∈ {ot , ot+T , ot+2T , . . . } do
6:
if f lag [o] = false then
. is o already a candidate?
7:
for τ := startos to endos do
8:
for X ∈ {qi , qi2 } do
P +`−1
9:
update τi=
X [i ]
. from constant memory
τ
10:
for X ∈ {o,Po2 , qo} do
+`−1
11:
update iτ=
X [ i]
. from global memory
τ
12:
13:

if ρ(q, o, τ, `) > δ then
f lag [o] := true

. to global memory

Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode of a kernel thread at
length `. Similar to ZES, it first determines the execution
direction by the value of `. For every assigned object o, it
iteratively discovers the LCS result by an incremental process. To maximize parallelism in the GPU, we should avoid
frequent locking of a global result set R for each update.
When a candidate o(τ, `) passes the threshold δ, we mark
only o as a result candidate (by flapping a bit flag f lag[o]

in the global memory15 ) instead of immediately updating
R and performing self-contained checking. The postponement of self-contained checking to the host also helps reduce branching statements and the branching penalty in the
GPU kernel.
After completing all kernels (at the current level), the
host (i.e., the CPU) collects candidates from the f lag array and then checks the candidate size (cf. Line 12 of Algorithm 5). If fewer than k candidates are found, a new kernel
is launched for the next length (e.g., ` − 1). Otherwise, ZES
is invoked on the candidate set C to discover the kLCS results (cf. Line 13 of Algorithm 5).
In the following, we develop two optimizations for our
GPU implementation of ZES.
Skipping unpromising discovery. In this optimization, we
use an integer array for f lag and change line 13 of Algorithm 6 to “f lag[o] := `”.
During the execution of ZES (cf. Line 13 of Algorithm 5), we can use the recorded length (i.e., f lag[o]) of
object o to skip unpromising discovery process, i.e., no LCS
result can be found in the subsequence of o at lengths above
f lag[o].
Global memory coalescing. Because the global memory has high latency (cf. Table 2), global memory access
may become the bottleneck in Algorithm 6. For instance,
at line 11, we fetch the value of o[τ ] and o[τ + ` − 1]
15

No locking is required as each bit flag is accessed only by its corresponding thread.
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to update the running statistics incrementally to calculate
ρ(q, o, τ + 1, `) from ρ(q, o, τ, `) (cf. Eq. 7).

2TB/G load
instructions

object
2TB load
instructions

offset τ
1

...

l

... m-1

o2

0

1

...

l

... m-1

o3

...

oT

τ=1

o1

o2

o3

...

oT

o1

o2

o3

o1

o2

o3

τ=l

1
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l
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τ=m-1

...

oT
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0

...

...

...

...

oT

o2

RAND. This synthetic dataset is generated by a random
walk technique as suggested in [32]. Unlike RW, the sequence value of o is generated by o[i + 1] = o[i] ∗ (1 +
N(µ, σ)).

...

0

o1

...

o1

τ=0

standard deviation σ = 1.0, i.e., following the experiment
setting of [39].

...

oT

(a) Object-based memory layout (b) Offset-based memory layout
Fig. 16 Global memory coalescing

Figure 16(a) shows a common memory layout (objectbased) to store a set of objects in which we align object sequences by object IDs. Assuming that a thread block has
TB threads, we need 2TB load instructions to calculate the
correlations for each block.
To reduce the number of load instructions, we transpose the memory layout (i.e., swapping the role of objects
and offsets) to align the object sequence values on the basis of their offsets (see Figure 16(b)). With this offset-based
memory layout, we can execute a consolidated access (also
known as global memory coalescing) to load consecutive
values from the global memory in batches. This reduces the
number of load instructions from 2TB to 2TB /G , where
G is the number of threads that are grouped to execute a
consolidated access. For instance, G = 16 threads can coordinate global memory accesses into a single transaction, as
mentioned in a NVIDIA report [33].

7 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed methods. All methods
are implemented in C++ and evaluated on a machine running 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04. This machine is equipped with
Intel Core 6-Cores (12-Threads) i7-3930K @ 3.20GHz and
an NVDIA GTX680 graphics card. It has 8 GB of main
memory and a 4-TB hard drive, and the GPUs have 2 GB
of global memory. We use the following datasets to evaluate
our proposed methods.
RW. This synthetic dataset is generated by a random
walk technique as suggested in [1, 39, 50]. For each sequence o, we randomly generate the first value (i.e., o[0])
in [−1.0, 1.0]. Each subsequent value of o is generated by
o[i + 1] = o[i] + N(µ, σ), where N(µ, σ) is a normal distribution function. By default, we set the mean µ = 0 and the

STOCK. The stock dataset is collected from Yahoo Finance. 16 We extract daily closing prices for 2187 quoted
companies in NYSE from 2008 to 2012; the length of each
sequence is 1037. Because the cardinality of this dataset
is not sufficiently large to evaluate the proposed methods,
we generate more stock sequences by merging multiple real
stock segments (e.g., subsequences of length 100).
DOGs. The DOGs dataset is obtained by converting the images in the Stanford dogs dataset17 [25] to the histograms of
three primary colors. The length of each sequence is 256*3
= 768. The Stanford dogs dataset contains 20,580 images of
120 breeds of dogs from around the world.
GESTURE. The GESTURE dataset is obtained by merging three uWaveGestureLibrary datasets [12]. The dataset
consists of 13,434 sequences; the length of each sequence is
315.
TAO. The Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) dataset is
collected from the international Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program. 18 It contains sea surface temperature data from 55 array sensors over several years. We
extract weekly subsequences from each array. The dataset
includes a total of 28,399 sequences, and each sequence contains 1008 values.
Table 3 shows the ranges of the investigated parameters
and their default values (in bold). In each experiment, we
vary a single parameter while setting the others to their default values.
In all experiments, a workload of 100 queries is used to
evaluate performance; the queries are generated on the basis
of the distribution of the (synthetic) dataset or are randomly
picked from the (real) dataset. In this study, we focus on
the average response time of the query workload. Except for
the experiments with disk-resident datasets, the raw data and
indices (if applicable) are preloaded in the main memory to
handle plenty of queries in the workload. To measure the
exact response time, we assume that only a single CPU core
is available in the system unless explicitly stated.
For reproducibility, all executable and datasets are uploaded to our project web page.19
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Table 3 Range of parameter values

Type

Index (DCI)

Parameter
Stop length ratio, `stop /m
PAA dimensionality, φ
Diamond side length, ω
(ID cost ratio)
Index size ratio, S/(mn)
Alignment
Cardinality, n

Data
Sequence length, m

Correlation threshold, δ
Query

k

Dataset
RW / RAND
STOCK
DOGS
GESTURE
TAO
RW / RAND
STOCK
DOGS
GESTURE
TAO
-

# of query sequences

50
40
30

20
10
0500 455 410 365 320 275 230 185 140 95 50
Result length

Fig. 17 Result length distribution of query workload

Response time (s)

2000

SOTA
SKIP

ZES

1500
1000
500

454.1
294.8 367.6
393.5
159.7 223.5
100.8
318.2
77.0
255.2
11.2 32.2
138.1 193.6
87.2
66.5
9.7 27.9

0 0.5
0.4
500 455 410 365 320 275 230 185 140 95 50
Result length

Fig. 18 Average response time of queries at different result length

7.1 Performance Studies on No-Index Solutions
Performance Overview. Before evaluating the effects
of various scalability parameters, we give a performance
overview of the three proposed methods: SOTA (Section 3.1), SKIP (Section 3.2), and ZES (Section 3.3). We
set the skip ratio (i.e., α/m) to 10% of the sequence length
m in all experiments because it has shown a good tradeoff
16
17
18
19

http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://vision.stanford.edu/aditya86/ImageNetDogs/main.html
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/
http://degroup.cis.umac.mo/%7Eyuhong/lcs/

Values
5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
6, 8, 10, 12, 14
45(∼5%), 33(∼10%), 23(∼20%),
19(∼30%), 17(∼40%)
25%, 50%, 100%, 200%
aligned, non-aligned
25k, 50k, 100k, 200k
2k, 4k, 6k, 8k, 10k
20580
13434
28399
250, 500, 750, 1000
1037
768
315
1008
0.91, 0.93, 0.95, 0.97
1, 2, 4, 8, 16

between efficiency and space consumption [28]. Fig. 17 and
Fig. 18 show the distribution of the result lengths and the average response time for each result length under default parameter settings on the RW dataset respectively. In Fig. 17,
the total sum of all bars equals 100 (query workload size),
and the width of each bar is 45, e.g., the first bar indicates
the number of results with length in [500, 455). ZES is the
best no-index solution, which is an average of 1.15 and 5.23
times faster than SKIP and SOTA, respectively. In particular, for difficult queries (e.g., short lengths in [95, 50)), ZES
is faster than SOTA by 7.17 times. As a remark, the stateof-the-art techniques [46] (applied in SOTA) were already
16.24 times faster than the previous distance calculation on
ECG data [6].
Regarding memory usage, SOTA, SKIP, and ZES consume 417.65 MB (∼the raw data), 451.54 MB (∼raw data
plus α-skipping arrays), and 420.44 MB (∼raw data plus 3n
running sum statistics), respectively.
Synthetic Data Experiments. Fig. 19(a) shows the response time of the methods as a function of cardinality n,
after setting all other parameters to their default values. The
cost grows linearly with n for all methods. Our best method,
ZES, remains superior to other methods; it is an average of
1.12 and 5.22 times faster than SKIP and SOTA, respectively. As shown in Figure 19(c), ZES consumes 7.1% fewer
memory than α-skipping on average since the space overhead (for the running statistics) is reduced from 3mn
α to 3n.
Fig. 19(b) shows the response time of the methods versus the sequence length m. The cost grows exponentially
with m for all methods. Again, ZES is our best method and
is at least 1.06 and 4.01 times faster than SOTA and SKIP,
respectively. Figure 19(d) shows the memory usage of this
experiment where the trend is similar to that of Figure 19(c).
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Fig. 19(f) shows the response time versus k. The response time increases linearly with k as more results are
discovered. As a remark, ZES and SKIP are less sensitive
than SOTA with k due to the incremental processing techniques.
We also evaluate the scalability of the no-index solutions
on another synthetic dataset (RAND) (Fig. 20(a)-20(d)).
The effects of different scalability parameters on the RAND
dataset are similar to those of RW.
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Fig. 21 Real data experiments
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Fig. 20 Synthetic data (RAND) experiments

The response times of different correlation thresholds
δ are shown in Fig. 19(e). Because our aim is to find the
longest-lasting highly correlated subsequences, we do not
report the results of weak correlation thresholds such as
0.8or0.85. One can expect to discover the LCSs along its

Real Data Experiments. Fig. 21(a) plots the response
times of the methods as a function of cardinality n on the
stock dataset. It is roughly proportional to n for all methods.
Fig. 21(b)-21(d) show the response times of the methods as
a function of the correlation threshold δ, on the DOGs, GESTURE, and TAO datasets, respectively. The trend is similar
to that seen in Fig. 19(e), and the best method, ZES, is faster
than SOTA and SKIP in all δ settings. We add a note that the
effects of different scalability parameters on the real datasets
are similar to those seen in Fig. 19; these figures are omitted
here.
Summary. According to our experiments and discussions,
ZES is obviously the best no-index solution for the kLCS
queries because of its (1) efficiency (the fastest method in
all testings), (2) simplicity (no precomputation or parameter
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tuning is required), and (3) small memory usage (only 0.6%
overhead in our default case).
7.2 Performance Studies on Diamond Cover Index
Index Construction. The construction of DCI includes two
steps: intraobject grouping (Section 4.2.1) and interobject
grouping (Section 4.2.2). Figure 22 shows the construction
time of DCI by varying n and m on the synthetic data (RW).
Under the default settings, the diamond side length ω is set
to 33. It takes 48.2 minutes to construct all diamond MBRs
at intraobject grouping. The construction time is more sensitive to the sequence length m than the cardinality n because
the total number of ω-diamond MBRs is O(nm2 /ω 2 ).
Intraobject Grouping
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Fig. 22 Index construction time on RW

Effect of Index Parameters. We proceed to study the effects of various parameters for indexing (S, ω, φ, `stop ) on
the response time of DCI.
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Fig. 23 Index tuning experiments on RW

First, we show the effect of the index size constraint S in
Fig. 23(a). Not surprisingly, the response time reduces as S
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becomes larger. Here, we set the space constraint to mn (i.e.,
S/(mn) = 100%) because it offers a good tradeoff between
storage size and query performance. When S = 50%, the
response time of ZES+DCI increases by 54.8%.
Next, we study the effects of diamond side length ω that
controls the number of diamond MBRs constructed. Obviously, the more diamond MBRs constructed, the more storage space is needed to store their IDs in compact MBRs.
Fig. 23(b) shows the effects of ω. When ω is set to 33, it
constructs 105 diamond MBRs for each object under the default settings. Given the space constraint S = mn, the cost
of storing the diamond MBR IDs (ID Cost) is around 10%
of S; in other words, it leaves 90% of the space for the construction of compact MBRs. We choose ω = 33 (ID cost
∼10%) as our default setting because it gives the best overall performance.
Fig. 23(c) shows the response time (by lines) and average MBR volume (by bars) of PAA dimensionality φ. The
value of φ gives a tradeoff between the number and the volume of the compact MBRs. For instance, when φ is small,
more compact MBRs are constructed under the same index size constraint S. However, the volume of each compact
MBR becomes looser because every element is represented
by fewer dimensions. Typically, the range of φ is from 8 to
12. According to our experiments, we choose φ = 10 as our
default setting because it achieved the best overall performance.
According to our study, only a few queries return short
results. For instance, no result is shorter than 10% of m under the default settings. In addition, analysts may not be
interested in those short results because they are not representative. Thereby, we omit diamond MBRs whose subsequence length is shorter than a stop length, `stop (an index parameter). Note that this does not affect the correctness of our algorithms because they can still execute nonindex methods below the length `stop . Fig. 23(d) shows the
effects of `stop . We choose 10% of the total length as our
default setting because it gives a good tradeoff between the
efficiency and the applicability of the index.
In summary, although `stop is more likely specified by
domain application experts, S is set on the basis of available resources, and the value of φ can be tuned according
to previous work [22, 50]. The only tunable parameter is the
diamond side length ω, which controls between intragroup
and intergroup results. We recommend the use of 10% of the
space overhead to store the IDs of the diamond MBRs.
Effect of Interobject Grouping Methods. We evaluate R*tree [4], Hilbert curve [34], and z-curve [35] for our interobject grouping under the default settings. The result is shown
in Table 4. The results indicate that these three grouping
methods lead to similar query response times. We recommend Hilbert curve grouping as it offers a good tradeoff between the construction time and the query response time.
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Fig. 25 DCI scalability experiments

find subsequences which fulfill the correlation threshold δ.
We call this adaption as MHE-adapt. To guarantee accurate
LCS result, we must set T` to 2; otherwise, MHE-adapt may
miss some result subsequences if they are shorter than T` .
ZES+DCI

MHE-adapt

100

Number of missing results
Response time (s)

100
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Effectiveness of Index Optimizations. In Section 4.2.1,
we discuss a padding zero technique that aligns the elements in a ω-diamond MBR. Fig. 24(a) demonstrates the
effectiveness of the alignment. The average volume size of
nonaligned ω-diamond MBRs is one to two orders of magnitude larger than the aligned ω-diamond MBRs at different
element lengths. In Section 4.3, we introduce a technique
that replaces the ω-diamond MBR query with two ω-triangle
MBR subqueries. This technique reduces the number of candidate subsequences by ∼5%, as shown in Fig. 24(b).
DCI Scalability Experiments. Fig. 25(a)-25(d) show the
response time of ZES and its index version (ZES+DCI) as
a function of cardinality n, sequence length m, threshold δ,
and k, respectively. ZES+DCI is 2.79 to 7.69 times faster
than ZES. The superiority of ZES+DCI becomes more obvious when the kLCS results are more difficult to discover.
For instance, ZES+DCI is 5.85 times faster than ZES when
n = 200k, but it is only 4.08 times faster when n = 25k.
The index approach is less sensitive to these scalability parameters, which demonstrates the robustness of the index
pruning ability. Similarly, this conclusion is valid to our experiments on real data, as shown in Fig. 25(e)-25(f).
Additional Experiment. We adapt the algorithm in Mueen
et al. [36] and compare it with our best solution (ZES+DCI),
although the problem in [36] is different from LCS. The algorithm in [36] examines pairs of subsequences in the ascending order of length and applies a length-based pruning
technique on those pairs. We adapt this algorithm with two
modifications in order to compute LCS correctly. First, we
need to pre-compute the z-value of each sequence in the sequence database 20 , which takes O(n · m2 ) time. Second,
we conduct searching on subsequences of length ≥ T` to
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Fig. 24 Effect of index optimization techniques on RW
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Fig. 26 Comparisons between DCI-ZES and MHE-adapt

We compare ZES+DCI with MHE-adapt by varying the
T` on two datasets (RW and DOGS). In this experiment,
we do not include the pre-computation time (i.e., index construction for ZES+DCI and z-value computations for MHEadapt) into the response time. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 26. The lines indicate the average response
time, whereas the bars represent the number of missing results in MHE-adapt. Observe that MHE-adapt returns all
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7.4 Performance Studies on GPU-based Solutions
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Fig. 27 Performance of the disk-resident kLCS solutions on RW
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In this section, we evaluate the performance of two kLCS
solutions for disk resident data (i.e., the data size exceeds
the physical memory of the system). We generate a large
synthetic dataset with the RW model based on the default parameters. Specifically, the dataset contains 2000k sequence
objects, and the length of each object is 500. The total size
of this dataset is 7.45 GB, and the index size ratio is set
to 100%. For ease of understanding, we use the number of
sequence objects to represent the available memory, which
varies from 50k objects (∼190 MB) to 800k objects (∼3048
MB).
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7.3 Performance Studies on Disk-based Solutions

and the response time of cache+lazy is improved by 1.15
times over the basic caching technique.
We then experiment with three caching policies in the
caching approach: LRU (least recently used), FIFO (first-infirst-out), and RR (random replacement). Fig. 27(b) shows
the effects of these caching policies on the caching approach, with the cache size fixed to 200k objects. According
to the experimental result, RR has a higher cache hit ratio
than the other two caching policies. Thus, we choose RR as
our default caching policy in the experiments.

Response time (s)

LCSs (no missing results) only when T` is set to 50 in RW
and 200 in DOGS. In this case, MHE-adapt is 4.1 and 15.38
times slower than ZES+DCI, respectively. The length-based
pruning of MHE-adapt deteriorates on DOGS because some
values in the sequence of DOGS are far from zero after normalization.
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Fig. 28 Scalability experiments of GPU implementation

First, we compare three proposed approaches, including partition (cf. Section 5.1), cache (cf. Section 5.2), and
cache+lazy (the caching method with lazy refinement, cf.
Section 5.2) Fig. 27(a) shows the response times (indicated
by lines) and the disk accesses (indicated by bars) of these
approaches. They all become faster when more memory is
available in the system. The caching approaches (cache and
cache+lazy) perform better than the partitioning approach
because of the unified DCI and the discovery order (from
longest to shortest). As an example, the caching approach
running on a system with 190 MB memory (50k objects)
is already 1.22 times faster than the partitioning approach
running on a system with 2.98 GB memory (800k objects).
However, the basic caching approach may load the same object from the disk multiple times such that the I/O cost may
become very high. To resolve this problem, we propose a
lazy refinement technique that attempts to maximize the usability of the memory resident objects (cf. Section 5.2). As
shown in Fig. 27(a), the number of disk accesses is dramatically reduced after the lazy refinement technique is applied,

In Section 6.2, we discuss the manner in which to process kLCS on GPUs if the sequence data can fit in the GPU
memory. In this section, we evaluate the performance of two
GPU implementations, including the fully optimized version
that runs ZES on a GPU with global memory coalescence
(GPU+ZES+GMC) and the basic version that runs ZES on
a GPU without global memory coalescence (GPU+ZES). In
our experiments, the number of blocks in a GPU kernel is
set at 128 and the number of threads per block is set at 256
by default. To demonstrate the superiority of the GPU implementations, we show the performance of ZES (CPU implementation) in the experiments.
Fig. 28 shows the response times of these three
methods by varying different scalability parameters on
the RW datasets. The fully optimized GPU implementation, GPU+ZES+GMC, is at least 2.04 times faster than
GPU+ZES. When we compare its performance with the
CPU implementation, GPU+GMC+ZES is at least 36.84
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times faster. As an example, GPU+GMC+ZES can discover
the kLCS result in an average of 2.6 seconds under our default settings.
8 Related Work
Over the past two decades, indexing and mining sequence
data have received plenty of attention in the database and
data mining community, including similarity search and
subsequence matching [2–4, 7, 17, 18, 20, 41, 46, 50], classification and clustering [29, 38], motif discovery [39], and
prominent streak and anomaly detection [8, 19]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, no existing technique can efficiently discover the LCS in sequence databases.
To discover kLCS efficiently, our method builds a
multiple-length index to support batch pruning for subsequence queries of different lengths. A related technique, the
Multi-Resolution Index (MRI) [20], deals with queries of
arbitrary length more efficiently than I-adaptive [17], which
uses a prefix search to support longer queries. MRI is a collection of I-adaptive indexes at different based-2 resolutions.
At query time, a hierarchical prefix search can be applied on
MRI. However, as mentioned in Section 2.2, a prefix search
can only work for non-normalized distance measures. Rakthanmannon et al. [46] proposed an non-index method to
boost the normalized arbitrary length subsequence search
for both Euclidean distance and Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) using the reordering early abandon and cascading
lower bounds. A main drawback of the non-index solutions
is that they do not support batch pruning, e.g., if a query q is
not similar to a subsequence, then q is unlikely similar to its
neighbor subsequences.
Our method requires an indexable dimensionality reduction method for sequence data. More specifically, an indexable dimensionality reduction method must obey the lower
bound lemma to filter unpromising candidates without false
dismissals. DFT [1] was the first method proposed in the literature, and subsequent works suggested several other representations, including SVD [26], DWT [44], PAA [22, 50],
APCA [21], and IPLA [11]. However, [15] made an empirical comparison between these methods and concluded
that they are similar in terms of their pruning ability. In
this study, we used PAA as the approximation representation because it is simple and supports indexing all p-norm
distances [50].
Other related works include StatStream [53], Mueen et
al. [40], and BRAID [47]. StatStream focuses on efficiently
finding the highest correlated sequence pairs within a finite window by using DFT to maintain a grid data structure. Mueen et al. considered a similar problem to StatStream, but solved it by approximation. They used graph
partitioning to optimize the I/O cost and the DFT approximation to optimize the CPU cost while providing error guar-
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antees. BRAID solved the problem of finding lag correlation
among multiple streams. Given k co-evolving sequences, at
any point of time, BRAID attempts to report all subsequence
pairs with a lag correlation as well as their lags.
Our method utilizes the Pearson correlation as the similarity measure. Other interesting similarity measures include
Cross-correlation [16] and DCCA coefficient [52]. Crosscorrelation can capture the lag correlation between two series, and it has been recently adopted to detect highly correlated subsequences [36, 42]. DCCA coefficient is more robust than Pearson correlation, and it can accurately quantify
the level of cross-correlation between non-stationary time
series [27]. However, since cross-correlation and DCCA coefficient are elastic measures, they cannot be readily integrated into our solution. It is interesting to develop efficient
techniques on computing LCS with these measures.
Mueen et al. [36] studied the time series join problem
that finds the most correlated pair of subsequences (based
on the cross correlation) that satisfy a minimum length constraint. Their problem does not require fixing the lengths
of result subsequences. They propose a bottom-up execution framework to search the most correlated pair of subsequences from the minimum length to the longest subsequences. This framework is not efficient for LCS (intuitively
we should search from the longest to the shortest).
Regarding acceleration of sequence mining by GPUs,
Sart et al [48] proposed a GPU implementation to speed
up the subsequence similarity search under Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW). Chang et al [10] introduced a dynamic programming algorithm on GPUs to boost the discovery of time
series shapelets, which is used as a primitive for time series
classification.
Most of the above methods either support only fixedlength queries or only work under non-normalized distance
metrics. In summary, there is no known technique to support
longest-lasting correlated queries efficiently.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose several efficient techniques to
discover the LCSs in a sequence database. Two core techniques, zigzag execution strategy and diamond cover index,
are proposed for this purpose. The zigzag execution strategy reduces the time complexity of each correlation computation to constant time by exploiting the running sums
technique. The diamond cover index derives a tight correlation bound for subsequences with similar lengths and offsets. The correlation upper bound can be calculated before
accessing the actual subsequences, thus achieving significant reduction of the candidate subsequences. In addition,
we propose a caching method with lazy refinement for diskresident datasets and develop the use of GPUs for frequently
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updated sequence data. The superiority of all of these proposed techniques is thoroughly verified using both real and
synthetic data in the experimental study.
In future, we plan to extend our methods to support different kinds of correlation queries, such as taking lag correlation [47] and cross-correlation [16] into consideration.
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